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For some members of the Paramyxoviridae family of negative strand RNA viruses, efficient genome replication only
occurs when the total genome length is a multiple of six (6N length, where N is any integer). To determine if this ‘‘rule of
six’’ requirement applied to the replication of the prototype paramyxovirus simian virus 5 (SV5), defective interfering (DI)
RNA genomes were generated by sequential undiluted passage of virus in tissue culture. Molecular cloning and nucleotide
sequence analysis of 10 RNA genomes revealed a series of copyback DI RNAs with chain lengths between 449 and 1365
bases, but only 4 of the 10 naturally occurring RNA genomes were of 6N length. Many of the cloned DI genomes could be
grouped into two distinct nested sets, with the members of each set having the same polymerase crossover junctions and
extent of terminal complementarity but differing from each other by internal deletions. One of these nested sets of genomes
consisted of novel DI RNAs that contained a pentameric stretch of nontemplated adenosine residues inserted precisely at
the polymerase crossover junction. A reverse genetics system was established in which SV5 DI genomes were replicated
in vivo entirely by cDNA-derived components. Using this system, two naturally occurring SV5 DI RNAs were examined in a
mutational analysis to determine the role of genome length on SV5 RNA replication. The progressive insertion of one to
six nucleotides into a 6N length DI genome (852 bases) resulted in a reduction in replication for RNAs that contained one
to four additional bases (35–50% of WT levels), followed by an increase back to WT replication levels for genomes that
were altered by five and six base insertions (70 and 100% of WT levels, respectively). An insertion of five nucleotides into
a second non-6N length DI RNA (499 total bases) created a genome length that was a multiple of six (504 bases) and led
to a 10-fold stimulation of replication over that of the unaltered genome. Together, these results indicate that there was
a clear influence of 6N genome length on SV5 DI RNA replication, but the stringency of this replication requirement appeared
to be less than that found previously for other paramyxoviruses. This work completes the testing of the rule of six replication
requirement for representatives of each of the four genera of the Paramyxoviridae family and indicates that the preference
for replication of 6N length RNA genomes varies between the individual paramyxoviruses. q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION P functions both in conjunction with L and in a noncata-
lytic role in RNA synthesis (Horikami et al., 1992). The L
Simian virus 5 (SV5) is a prototype of the Rubulavirus
and P polypeptides are required for both transcription of
genus of the Paramyxoviridae, a diverse family of non-
the genomic RNA to produce viral mRNAs and replication
segmented negative-sense RNA viruses that also in-
to produce progeny virus genomes (Hamaguchi et al.,
cludes Sendai (SeV), measles (MeV), and respiratory syn-
1983; Moyer and Horikami, 1991). A critical feature distin-
cytial virus (RSV). The 15-kb paramyxovirus genomic guishing transcription from genome replication is that
RNA is tightly bound by the viral nucleocapsid protein during replication, RNA synthesis is tightly coupled to
(NP) to form a nucleocapsid (NC) structure, and it is this assembly of the genome with NP (Lamb and Kolakofsky,
ribonucleoprotein complex that serves as template for 1996).
both replication and transcription. Two other NC-associ- The viral polymerase is thought to initiate RNA synthe-
ated polypeptides, the phospho- (P) and the large (L) sis by binding to the 3* end of the genomic (0 sense)
proteins together form the viral RNA-dependent RNA and antigenomic (/ sense) RNAs. As such, sequences
polymerase. Although the exact role of L and P in the located at the ends of the paramyxovirus RNA genome
synthesis of viral RNA is unknown, the relative abun- serve as promoters for replication and transcription. The
dance of the L and P polypeptides in virions (40 and importance of genomic 3* and 5* ends in directing para-300 molecules per Sendai virion, respectively; Lamb et myxovirus RNA synthesis is evident in the structure of
al., 1976) and their distribution on the NC template (Port- defective interfering (DI) RNA genomes. These subgeno-
ner et al., 1988) are consistent with the proposal that L mic RNAs contain various deletions or rearrangements
acts as the catalytic subunit of the viral polymerase, while of the internal segments of the viral genome and the
resulting genome structures are characteristic of an indi-
vidual DI RNA. However, all naturally occurring DI ge-1 To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be ad-
dressed. Fax: (910) 716-9928. E-mail: gparks@bgsm.edu. nomes that are replication-competent retain either the
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genomic 3* and 5* ends in the case of internal deletion ruses, significant differences in the requirement for cis-
and trans-acting factors between the individual virusesDI RNAs or two complementary copies of the genomic
5* end for copyback DI RNAs (reviewed in Perrault, 1981). have become evident through use of these reverse ge-
netics approaches.For the SV5 genome, nucleotide sequence analysis has
shown that these genomic end segments consist of a Recent results have shown that the replication advan-
tage seen in the case of SeV for 6N length genomes is55-base 3* leader (le) sequence and a 31 base 5* trailer
(tr) sequence (Parks et al., 1992). not a property of all paramyxoviruses. In addition to SeV,
the rule of six appears to govern the replication of MeVThe nucleotide sequence of the le and tr regions of
the paramyxoviral RNA appears to be a primary determi- DI genomes (Sidhu et al., 1994), but the replication of
RSV genome analogs is not similarly constrained (Samalnant of the efficiency of replication to produce anti-
genomes and genomes, respectively (Calain and Roux, and Collins, 1996). In this report, we describe experi-
ments to determine the affect of genome length on SV51995; Tapparel and Roux, 1996). However, in addition to
sequence determinants, recent mutational analyses of RNA replication. Two naturally occurring DI genomes
were used as model templates in a reverse geneticsSeV DI RNAs has shown that the overall length of the
viral genome can profoundly affect the efficiency of repli- system in which these DI RNAs were replicated in vivo
entirely by cDNA-derived components. A systematiccation. This genome length requirement, called the ‘‘rule
of six,’’ dictates that efficient replication of a SeV genome analysis indicated that while SV5 DI RNA replication was
most efficient when the overall genome length was awill only occur when the total number of nucleotides in
the genome is a multiple of six (Calain and Roux, 1993). multiple of six, the stringency of this replication require-
ment for SV5 genomes appeared to be less than thatThis surprising requisite is thought to reflect the precise
nature with which the genomic RNA must be encapsi- found previously for other paramyxoviruses.
dated by NP to form a NC template for the viral polymer-
ase (Calain and Roux, 1993; Pelet et al., 1996). An analy- MATERIALS AND METHODS
sis of SeV nucleocapsids by electron microscopy has
Cells and virusesindicated that each SeV NP molecule contacts six bases
of genomic RNA (Egelman et al., 1989). During replica- Monolayer cultures of A549, Vero, and MDBK cells
tion, assembly of the viral genome with NP is thought to were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
initiate with the 5* end of the nascent chain and proceed (DMEM) containing 10% fetal calf serum. Infections of
in a 5* to 3* direction (Lamb and Kolakofsky, 1996). As Vero and MDBK cells with the W3 strain of SV5 were as
such, a genome whose length is a multiple of six nucleo- described previously (Paterson et al., 1984). Vaccinia vi-
tides will be precisely encapsidated by NP. The prefer- rus vTF7.3 (Fuerst et al., 1987) was grown and titered in
ence for replication of SeV genomes of 6N length has CV1 cells.
been interpreted to indicate that the viral polymerase
initiates replication most efficiently when the last six nu- Generation and cDNA cloning of DI RNA genomes
cleotides of the 3* end promoter are bound completely
by a single NP, with no unencapsidated nucleotides pro- Dishes of Vero and MDBK cells (6 cm) were infected
with undiluted W3 stock of SV5 in DMEM containingtruding from the 3* end of the nucleocapsid (Pelet et al.,
1996). 0.75% BSA. After incubation at 377 for 48 hr, extracellular
media was clarified (900 g, 2 min) and 40% of the re-Until recently, the cis- and trans-acting factors that
direct paramyxovirus RNA synthesis have been largely sulting sample was used to infect fresh duplicate mono-
layers of the two respective cell lines through 15 pas-ill-defined due to the lack of an experimental system by
which the genomic RNA or viral proteins could be ana- sages. To analyze subgenomic RNAs generated from
these infections, fresh monolayers of the respective celllyzed. The development of ‘‘reverse genetics’’ approaches
to the study of negative-strand RNA virus replication have types were infected with a 1:10 dilution of each of the
15 sequential passages in DMEM containing 0.75% BSA.provided powerful methods to analyze important features
of the viral genome that control RNA synthesis. These Total intracellular RNA was harvested 48 hr postinfection
using TRIzol Reagent (GIBCO BRL; Gaithersburg, MD)experimental systems have reconstituted viral replication
and transcription from cDNAs corresponding to negative and analyzed by Northern blotting (Ausubel et al., 1995)
with a riboprobe specific for the 5* end of the SV5 ge-strand virus genome analogs (e.g., Collins et al., 1991;
Park et al., 1991; Conzelmann and Schnell, 1994; Sidhu nome as detailed below.
cDNA clones of the DI RNA genomes were generatedet al., 1995), DI genomes (e.g., Pattnaik et al., 1992; Calain
and Roux, 1993), and full-length standard viral genomes by a modified ‘‘two halves’’ approach using primers that
specifically amplify copyback DI RNAs from a mixture of(Schnell et al., 1994; Collins et al., 1995; Garcin et al.,
1995; Lawson et al., 1995; Radecke et al., 1995). While DI and standard virus genomes (Calain et al., 1992). The
3* ends of copyback DI genomes were converted tomany general aspects of viral transcription and replica-
tion are shared between the negative strand RNA vi- cDNA in a reverse transcriptase reaction using total intra-
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cellular RNA from cells infected with DI-containing virus full-length DI genomes, pDI-3*ribo was digested with ClaI
(contained within the DI genomic sequence) and SphI,stock, a genome-sense primer, L-Pro5 (5*-CACTATCGT-
ACTGATTTTACCAAGAAGACC-3*; L gene nucleotide po- and the resulting DNA fragment was ligated into the cor-
responding sites of the pDI-5* plasmids to yield pDI852(0)sitions 6416 to 6387; Parks et al., 1992), and AMV RTase
(Promega; Madison, WI). The resulting products were and pDI499(0). Both plasmids are transcribed by T7 RNA
polymerase to produce a genome-sense (0) viral RNA.used directly as a template in a PCR with Taq polymerase
(Perkin–Elmer–Cetus, Norwalk, CT), L-Pro5 primer and DI RNA replication by cDNA-derived components (see
below) was found to be more efficient when antigenomica genome-sense primer that is specific for the SV5 trailer
sequence (SM-tr, 5*-GCGTCGACACCAAGGGGAAAACC- RNA was the primary T7-derived transcript (not shown).
To construct plasmids that could be transcribed toAAGATTAATCC-3*; positions 6859 to 6834; Parks et al.,
1992; SalI site underlined). After 25 cycles (957 for 30 produce antigenomic (/)-sense RNA, pDI852(0) and
pDI499(0) were digested with SacII, and the fragmentssec, 587 for 1 min, 727 for 3 min), the resulting PCR prod-
ucts were treated with T4 DNA polymerase, kinased, and were religated into their respective pDI backbones. Plas-
mids were screened for reinsertion of the DNA fragmentligated into the SmaI site of pGem3 to create the pDI3*
series. in the opposite direction, generating pDI852(/) and
pDI499(/), hereafter referred to as pDI852 and pDI499 . Tran-Nucleotide sequence analysis of the 3* end cDNAs
revealed the L gene nucleotide positions comprising scription from the T7 promoter of each clone produces
antigenomic RNA with an authentic 3* end generated bycrossover junctions for a series of DIs and allowed the
design of oligonucleotides that would specifically amplify the autocatalytic cleavage of the HDV ribozyme (data not
shown) and is predicted to contain three additional 5*the 5* ends of these individual DI genomes. The 5* ends
of the DI genomes were converted to cDNA in a reverse nonviral guanosine residues.
transcriptase reaction using total intracellular RNA from
Construction of plasmids encoding altered DIcells infected with a DI-containing virus stock, a genome-
genomessense primer specific for the crossover junction, and
AMV RTase. For the DI852 and DI774 series, the crossover DI852 and DI499 derivatives with altered genome lengths
were constructed by oligonucleotide-directed mutagene-junction-specific primers were 5*-CGCGTCGACCTATT-
TCTTCATTAATATTAGCAAGAACG-3* (852Jxn) and 5* sis (Parks, 1994). Briefly, pDI852 or pDI499 DNA was used
as a template in a PCR with Pwo polymerase (BoehringerCGCGTCGACATTTATATCAATAAACTCTGTTGACAA-3*
(774Jxn; SalI site underlined), respectively. The resulting Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN), a genome-sense primer L1
(5*-GCGGATCCGAATTCCAAGTCCTGCTTCACGATC-3*;products were used directly as a template in a PCR along
with Taq polymerase, the appropriate junction-specific EcoRI site underlined, L gene bases 6488 to 6514) and
an mRNA-sense primer that contained 1 to 7 additionalprimer, and a primer specific for the genomic trailer se-
quence (5*-GGAGGCCTCTAGATAATACGACTCACTA- nucleotides inserted between L gene bases 6251 and
6252 (Parks et al., 1992; 5*-GAGGCCTTCATCGATATC-TAGGGACCAAGGGGAAAACCAAGATTAATCC-3*; StuI
site underlined, T7 promoter in italics). After 25 cycles N(n)GAGCCAGTCGCAAC-3*; where N designates the in-
sertion of one through seven nucleotides; EcoRV site(957 for 1 min, 607 for 1 min, 727 for 3 min), the resulting
PCR products were cut with StuI and SalI and ligated underlined, see Fig. 4A for exact sequences inserted).
The resulting PCR products were digested with EcoRVinto the PvuII and SalI sites of pGem3term (a modified
pGem3 vector containing the T7 transcription terminator and either EcoRI or HindIII (contained in the pGem3 vec-
tor) and inserted into the corresponding sites of pDI852sequence immediately following the SP6 promoter) to
create the pDI5* series. Nucleotide sequence analysis or pDI499 to create pDI852 / 1 through /7 and pDI499
/ 1, /3 and /5, respectively. To construct DI852 linkerrevealed that these cDNAs differ from the reported L
gene sequence (Parks et al., 1992) by a single G to A insertion mutant L4, pDI852 was digested with EcoRI,
treated with the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase inchange at mRNA-sense base 6786 in the case of the
DI852 series and a U to C change at mRNA-sense base the presence of dNTPs, and religated to yield a plasmid
encoding a DI genome with an insertion of four bases.6707 for the DI774 series.
Plasmids encoding the complete DI852 and DI499 ge- pDI852-L12, pDI852-L20, and pDI852-L36 were constructed
by inserting one, two, and four copies, respectively, ofnomes were constructed by linking DNA fragments from
the above pDI5* and pDI3* clones. The hepatitis delta an AvrI linker (5*-GCCTAGGC-3*) into the blunt-ended
EcoRI site of L4. The structure of DNAs encoding thevirus antigenomic ribozyme (Perrota and Been, 1991) was
fused to the precise 3* end of the DI852 genome through altered genomes was confirmed by nucleotide sequence
analysis.the use of megaprimer PCR as described previously
(Parks, 1994). The resulting fragment was digested with
DNA plasmidsSphI and EcoRV (contained within the DI genome se-
quence) and ligated into the corresponding sites of the DNA plasmids containing the SV5 NP, P, and L genes
under control of the T7 promoter and the expression ofpDI-3* clones to generate pDI-3*ribo. To reconstruct the
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plasmid-derived proteins have been described in detail fragment of DI852 was inserted into the EcoRV site of
pGEM5. A 723-base (/)-sense riboprobe of the samepreviously (Paterson et al., 1984; Thomas et al., 1988;
Parks et al., 1992; Parks, 1994). To construct pUC19- polarity as the T7-derived DI852 genome was generated
by in vitro transcription of NcoI-linearized pGEM5– SspINP, a PvuII– NheI fragment encoding the SV5 NP protein
under control of the bacteriophage T7 promoter was ex- with SP6 RNA polymerase in the presence of [32P]CTP.
Membranes were hybridized with purified riboprobes incised from pGEM3-NP (Parks et al., 1992) and was in-
serted into the SmaI– XbaI sites of pUC19. The nucleotide ExpressHyb (Clonetech; Palo Alto, CA) for 1 hr at 687.
After washing (15 min each in 21 SSC/0.1% SDS, 0.21sequence of the NP gene in the resulting plasmid
(pUC19-NP3A) was determined to confirm identity with SSC/0.1% SDS, and 0.11 SSC/0.1% SDS), the membrane
was exposed at 0707 to radiographic film. Quantitationthe published sequence (Parks et al., 1992).
of RNA replication products was performed using the
In vivo DI replication AMBIS 4000 Image Acquisition system and software
(AMBIS; San Diego, CA).
Although subgenomic RNAs were cloned from SV5-
infected Vero cells, DI genome replication directed by
RESULTS
cDNA-derived components was found to be more effi-
cient in A549 cells. Subconfluent 3.5-cm dishes of A549 Generation of SV5 DI RNA genomes
cells were infected (m.o.i. 5) for 1 hr with vTF7.3, a
SV5 DI RNA genomes were generated by undiluted
recombinant vaccinia virus that expresses bacterio-
passage of virus in two tissue culture cell lines. Mono-
phage T7 RNA polymerase (Fuerst et al., 1986). Typically,
layers of Vero or MDBK cells were infected with standard
infected cells were transfected with plasmids encoding
SV5, and media collected from this initial infection was
the SV5 DI antigenomic constructs (0.8 mg), along with
used undiluted to infect fresh monolayers of cells through
pGEM3-L (1.5–2.0 mg), pGEM2-P (0.2 mg), and pUC19-
15 sequential passages. To determine if subgenomic DI
NP (2.0 mg), using Lipofectin reagent (Gibco BRL, Gaith-
RNAs had been generated during these infections, ali-
ersburg, MD) as described previously (Parks, 1994). Me-
quots from each passage were used to infect fresh
dia contained 100 mg/ml cytosine b-D-arabinofuranoside
monolayers of each cell type and after 2 days intracellular
(AraC; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). pGEM control
RNAs were harvested. RNAs were examined by Northern
plasmid was used to normalize for the total amount of
blot analysis using a (/)-sense riboprobe complemen-
transfected DNA. After 24 hr, the transfection media was
tary to the trailer region of the standard SV5 genome, a
replaced with serum-free DMEM containing 100 mg/ml
sequence that is predicted to be present on both internal
Ara-C.
deletion and copyback types of DI genomes (Perrault,
1981). The results for both the Vero cell and MDBK cellNorthern blot analysis
infections are shown in Fig. 1.
A predominant subgenomic RNA was first detected inFor analysis of cDNA-derived viral RNA genomes, total
intracellular RNA was harvested at 40 hr posttransfection Vero cells infected with passage 4 virus (Fig. 1A, lane
4), and this RNA species was absent from samples iso-using TRIzol reagent (Gibco-BRL, Gaithersburg, MD).
Samples were treated with RNAse-free DNAse (Pro- lated from mock-infected cells or cells infected with the
standard SV5 virus stock that had been used to initiatemega, Madison, WI) to remove residual plasmid DNA
and were analyzed by electrophoresis (110 V for 2 hr) on the undiluted passage (Fig. 1A, mock and SV5 lanes,
respectively). Additional distinct subgenomic RNAs rang-1.2% agarose-formaldehyde gels (Ausubel et al., 1995).
Ethidium bromide staining of ribosomal RNA in the gels ing from 0.8 to 2 kb were detected in samples from
cells infected with later passage virus (e.g., lanes 7, 10,showed little variability between the amount of RNA
loaded for each sample. After capillary transfer in 101 and 14). The relative abundance of individual subgeno-
mic RNAs appeared to increase and then decrease withSSC (1.5 M NaCl, 0.15 M NaCitrate, pH 7.0) to a Zeta
Probe nylon membrane (0.2 mm pore; Bio-Rad, Hercules, further passage (e.g., lanes 4–6 and 7–9), a pattern that
is characteristic of the reported cyclic fluctuation of DICA), RNA was fixed by UV crosslinking.
For analyzing DI genomes produced during virus pas- genome replication with that of the cognate helper virus
(Holland, 1987, and references therein). For a given virussage, a 167-nucleotide 32P-labeled (/)-sense riboprobe
was generated that contained nucleotides 6750 to 6859 stock, a very similar pattern of subgenomic RNAs was
obtained by Northern blotting of RNA recovered fromof the SV5 L gene and trailer sequences (Parks et al.,
1992). For detection of internal deletion DI genomes, a RNP complexes that had been banded on CsCl gradi-
ents, consistent with these forms being bona fide replica-129-nucleotide 32P-labeled (/)-sense riboprobe was
used which contained nucleotides 90 to 172 of the NP tion-competent SV5 subgenomic RNAs (data not shown).
By contrast to the above results obtained in Vero cells,gene sequence (Parks et al., 1992). For analyzing DI852
and DI499 replication from cDNA-derived components, undiluted passage of SV5 in MDBK cells resulted in only
one predominant subgenomic RNA that could be de-plasmid pGEM5-SspI was constructed such that the SspI
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guish between copyback type (two complementary cop-
ies of 5* trailer) and internal deletion type (one copy each
of 3* leader and 5* trailer) DI RNAs. Northern blotting of
RNAs from cells infected with the DI-containing virus
stocks using a riboprobe specific for the 3* NP region of
the SV5 genome did not reveal subgenomic RNAs (data
not shown), suggesting that either internal deletion DI
genomes were not generated in these infections or the
level of replication of this type of DI genome was below
the limit of detection by Northern blotting. Virus derived
from Vero pass 14-infected cells was chosen for subse-
quent analysis, as this stock appeared to generate the
most diverse sizes of subgenomic RNAs, and the MDBK-
derived stock containing the major 750-base RNA was
analyzed in parallel.
cDNA cloning of SV5 DI genomes
To further characterize the SV5 subgenomic RNAs,
cDNA clones encoding DI genomes were generated by
a modified ‘‘two-halves’’ approach (Calain et al., 1992).
Total intracellular RNA derived from infection of the re-
spective cell types with Vero cell pass 14 virus and the
MDBK-derived virus stocks was isolated. cDNAs encod-
ing the 3* end of the subgenomic RNAs were generated
in an RT-PCR using two genome-sense primers that spe-
cifically amplify copyback types of DI RNAs (see Materi-
als and Methods, and Calain et al., 1992). Clones encod-
ing the 3* ends of nine Vero pass 14-derived subgenomic
FIG. 1. SV5 subgenomic RNAs are generated by sequential undiluted
RNAs and of the predominant MDBK-derived DI genomepassage in two cell types. SV5 was passaged through 15 sequential
were isolated and their nucleotide sequence was deter-undiluted infections of Vero (A) or MDBK (B) cells as described under
Materials and Methods. Fresh monolayers of the respective cell types mined. Primers specific for two of these subgenomic
were infected with an aliquot of media collected from each of the 15 RNAs (DI852 and DI834) were used to generate cDNAs
sequential passages, and total intracellular RNA was harvested 48 hr encoding DI RNA 5* ends. Nucleotide sequence analysis
postinfection. Samples were analyzed by Northern blotting with a (/)
of the cDNAs revealed the overall sizes of the individualsense riboprobe complementary to the trailer sequences located at
genomes, the specific crossover junction linking geno-the 5* end of the SV5 genome. Lanes marked mock and SV5 represent
samples from mock-infected cells and cells infected with the standard mic and antigenomic sequences, and the extent of com-
SV5 virus stock that had been used to initiate the undiluted passage. plementarity (or stem length) between the terminal 5*
Numbers indicate approximate size of marker RNAs in kilobases. and 3* ends of each DI genome.
As shown in Table 1, the overall sizes of the cloned
Vero pass 14-derived DI genomes ranged from 449 totected by Northern blotting (Fig. 1B, lane 9). This 750-
base RNA was first seen in MDBK cells infected with 1365 bases in length (DI449 and DI1365). A comparison
of these genome lengths with the mixed population ofpass 7 virus stock, was relatively abundant by pass 9,
and was undetectable by pass 12 (lanes 7, 9, and 12). subgenomic RNAs detected by Northern blotting (Fig. 1A)
indicated that many of these clones encoded genomesBoth Vero and MDBK cells are permissive for SV5 replica-
tion and growth, with the yield of standard virus being that were not abundantly represented in cells infected
with the Vero pass 14 virus stock (e.g., DI449 and DI499),higher from infections of MDBK cells (not shown). The
reason for the differences between these two cell types while other species (e.g., 800 base species) appeared
to be major subgenomic RNAs in the population. Thein the ability to support the de novo generation or amplifi-
cation of detectable levels of subgenomic RNAs is un- overall lengths of all natural SeV genomes, both standard
and DI, are multiples of six (the 6N requirement, Haus-clear. However, it is known that cell type can profoundly
influence DI RNA generation and replication (Perrault, mann et al., 1996). The single DI genome cloned from
MDBK-derived stock virus (DI744) was found to have a 6N1981; Holland, 1987).
The above results obtained with a trailer-specific ribo- length (Table 1 and schematic in Fig. 2A). However, only
three of the nine DI RNA genomes cloned from Vero cellsprobe indicated that subgenomic RNAs had been gener-
ated during undiluted passage, but they could not distin- were found to have an overall 6N genome length (DI774 ,
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TABLE 1 DI774), but these genomes differed in overall length. As
shown schematically in Fig. 2, these RNAs could beCharacteristics of SV5 DI RNA Genomes
grouped into two distinct nested sets of DI genomes.
Cell Crossover Terminal Genome Members of the DI852 set (including DI852 , DI499 , and DI449)
DI typea junctionb complementarityc sized 6N?e each contained the same crossover junction (anti-geno-
mic bases 6121 and 6747) and had 113 bases of terminal
DI744 M 6226–6750 110 744 f Yes complementarity, but DI499 contained a 353-base deletionDI449 V 6121–6747 113 449 No
from within the 3* end of the L gene sequence (nucleotideDI499 V 6121–6747 113 499 No
DI698 V 6242–6780 80 698 f No positions 6393 to 6745), and DI449 was further truncated
DI774 V 6166–6725 135 774 Yes by a 50-base deletion (positions 6252 to 6301; Fig. 2B).
DI834 V 6166–6725 135 834 Yes Members of the DI834 set (including DI834 and DI774) con-DI852 V 6121–6747 113 852 Yes tained a common crossover junction that was distinctDI1149 V 6004–6567 293 1149 f No
from those in the DI852 series and shared 135 bases ofDI1363 V 5986–6371 495 1363 f No
DI1365 V 5990–6365 489 1365 f No terminal complementarity, but differed from each other
by an internal deletion of 60 bases in the case of DI774 .
a Cell type from which the DI particle genome was isolated; V, Vero; Surprisingly, the two cloned genomes comprising the
M, MDBK.
DI834 set contained a stretch of nontemplated adenosineb SV5 L gene nucleotide positions within the DI antigenome that
(A) residues inserted precisely at the crossover junctioncompose the crossover junction linking antigenomic (first number) to
genomic (second number) sequences. Both numbers refer to mRNA (antigenome-sense; see Fig. 2B). It is noteworthy that the
sequence (Parks et al., 1992). net effect of the insertion of five nontemplated A residues
c Number of bases of uninterrupted complementarity between 3* and into DI834 was to create a genome that was 6N in length.5* ends of the genome.
It is unlikely that the insertion of these nucleotides is and Overall size of the DI genome derived by nucleotide sequence
anomaly of the RT-PCR cloning procedure, since the DI834analysis of overlapping 5* and 3* end cDNAs.
e Status of the genome length with regard to the ‘‘rule of six’’ (see genome was cloned a second time from an independent
text). preparation of nucleocapsid-associated RNA from cells
f Predicted overall size derived by nucleotide sequence analysis of infected with Vero pass 14 virus stock (not shown). The
3* end cDNAs and assuming 5* end sequence identity with the standard
finding of two nested sets of DI RNA genomes suggestsviral genome.
that DI852 and DI834 represent two principle DI RNAs that
formed during replication of the standard virus genome
and that subsequent deletions occurred during the ampli-DI834 , and DI852). The remaining DI genomes with sizes
that are not a multiple of six were longer than 6N length fication of these ‘‘parental’’ DI RNAs.
by 1, 2, 3, or 5 residues.
The crossover junction of a copyback DI RNA is Replication of an SV5 copyback DI genome in vivo
thought to represent the positions in the standard virus from cDNA-derived components
genome where the polymerase had disengaged from the
template during replication and reattached to the nascent As a first step in establishing a system for the analysis
of SV5 DI RNA replication, cDNA clones encoding full-RNA strand to continue replication (Perrault, 1981). As
shown in Table 1, DI genomes cloned from Vero pass length DI852 and DI499 genomes were inserted into plas-
mids between the promoter for T7 RNA polymerase and14-infected cells had crossover junctions that were not
well conserved, suggesting that there were no copyback the antigenomic sequences from the self-cleaving HDV
ribozyme (Fig. 2C, T7p and HDV, respectively), as de-‘‘hot spots’’ for departure and reentry on the SV5 genome
as proposed previously for MeV DI genomes (Sidhu et scribed previously (Pattnaik et al., 1992). It was predicted
that transcription from the T7p would generate (/)-senseal., 1994). A striking feature of this sequence analysis is
the range of complementarity between the terminal 5* RNAs containing three additional 5* guanosine (G) resi-
dues and an exact 3* end due to ribozyme self-cleavageand 3* ends of the individual SV5 copyback DI genomes,
and these values ranged from 80 to 495 bases. The latter (Pattnaik et al., 1992; Perrota and Bean, 1991).
To determine if cDNA-derived L, P, and NP proteins couldvalue is much larger than that reported previously for
naturally occurring copyback genomes of other negative- function in replicating the DI852 RNA genome, monolayers
of A549 cells were first infected with vTF7.3, a recombinantstranded RNA viruses. For VSV, this range is reported to
be 45 to 150 bases (Holland, 1987); for SeV, 100 to 210 vaccinia virus that expresses the bacteriophage T7 RNA
polymerase (Fuerst et al., 1987). These infected cells werebases (Mottet and Roux, 1989; Re, 1991) and for MeV,
95 to 229 bases (Sidhu et al., 1994). then cotransfected with plasmids encoding the DI852 anti-
genome, L, P, and NP proteins, all of which were underNucleotide sequence analysis indicated that many of
the Vero pass 14-derived copyback DI genomes con- control of the T7p. Northern blot analysis of total intracellu-
lar RNA with a strand-specific riboprobe was used to deter-tained identical crossover junctions and extent of termi-
nal complementarity (e.g., DI449 , DI499 , DI852 , and DI834 , mine if the plasmid-derived viral proteins could support
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FIG. 2. Structure of cloned SV5 copyback DI genomes. SV5 DI RNAs cloned from infected MDBK (A) and Vero cells (B) are shown schematically
as rectangles with the 5* (left) and 3* (right) ends of the antigenomic RNA indicated. Shaded boxes and lines denote the extent of terminal
complementarity and genome deletions, respectively. Numbers correspond to the size of the deleted segments. For DI834 and DI774 , five nontemplated
A residues present at the crossover junction are indicated. (C) Plasmid DNA encoding the DI852 antigenome is shown schematically as a rectangular
box flanked on the left (5* end) by the bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase promoter (T7p) and on the right (3* end) by the self-cleaving HDV ribozyme
and T7 transcription terminator (ø). The number of nucleotides composing the 5* region of terminal complementarity (113 bases), the 3* end of the
L gene (708 bases) and the 31 base anti-trailer sequences are shown below the box. Relevant restriction sites used in subcloning, mutagenesis,
and to generate riboprobes for Northern blotting are indicated. The horizontal arrow indicates the direction of transcription from the T7p to produce
a (/) sense DI RNA antigenome containing three non-viral G residues (ggg) at the 5* end. tr, genomic trailer sequences; tr*, antigenomic trailer
sequences.
conversion of the plus-sense DI852 antigenome generated genome was not detected in samples of transfected cells
in which DNA encoding a mutant form of the SV5 L pro-by T7 polymerase to the minus-sense complementary
strand. The probe chosen for use in this assay was of the tein that lacks two highly conserved L protein domains
(Parks, 1994) was substituted in place of the WT L plas-same polarity (plus-sense) as the T7-derived DI852 RNA
antigenome, so that only complementary minus-sense ge- mid (DL, lane 9). Likewise, RNA samples from trans-
fected cells in which the P or DI852 plasmids were ex-nomes would be detected.
Titration experiments were carried out to determine cluded did not contain the 0.9-kb RNA species (lanes
10 and 11, respectively). In cases where NP plasmid wasthe optimum level of SV5 plasmids that would support
replication of the DI852 antigenome. Cells were trans- omitted or was cotransfected at low levels, a smaller,
more diffusely migrating RNA was present (lanes 1–3).fected with a constant level of the L-, P-, and DI852-encod-
ing plasmids, and increasing amounts of the NP plasmid. These smaller RNAs are not detected when DI852 replica-
tion products are banded on CsCl gradients beforeAs shown in Fig. 3A, RNA from cells cotransfected with
increasing amounts of the NP plasmid showed a dose- Northern blot analysis (not shown). In addition to the
0.9-kb DI852 replication product, a1.8-kb RNA speciesdependent increase in a major0.9-kb RNA species that
was complementary to the T7 polymerase-derived DI852 of unknown origin was detected (lanes 5–7). Together,
these data indicate that the SV5 plasmid-derived L, P,antigenome (lanes 1–7). The electrophoretic mobility of
this RNA matched that of a major DI RNA seen in the and NP proteins are functional and are the minimal viral
components needed to support the in vivo replication ofmarker lane, which represents a sample of RNA from
cells infected with the virus stock from which DI852 had the DI852 antigenome.
Titrations of the amount of transfected DNA encodingbeen cloned (lane M). An optimum level of transfected
NP plasmid was seen between 1.5–2.0 mg and above the P protein showed an increase in DI852 replication with
increasing levels of transfected P plasmid between 0.1this level DI852 replication was decreased (lane 8). Syn-
thesis of RNA complementary to the input DI852 anti- and 0.4 mg, while addition of 0.8 mg or more of P plasmid
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mutants. Intracellular RNA was analyzed by Northern blot
using a (/)-sense riboprobe as described above. An au-
toradiogram from a representative experiment is shown
in Fig. 4B. DI852 derivatives containing one to four nucleo-
tide insertions (Fig. 4B, lanes 1–4) were found to repli-
cate to levels that were 35–50% of that seen for the
unaltered 6N-length DI852 (lane 0). An insertion of five
residues partially restored replication to 75% that of the
WT genome. However, replication levels did not match
that of the WT DI852 genome until a total of six nucleotides
had been inserted. Thus, the progressive addition of one
to six nucleotides led to an initial reduction in DI852 repli-
cation (/1 to /4 bases), followed by a progressive in-
crease back to WT levels (/5 and /6). Replication was
again reduced to levels similar to that of the /1 to /4
mutants when the genome length was further increased
by inserting a total of seven residues (compare lanes 1–
4 to lane 7, Fig. 4B).
A second set of plasmids was constructed to determine
if length alterations introduced at a different point in the
genome had a similar effect on DI852 replication. DNA link-
ers were inserted into the EcoRI site of the DI852 plasmid
(see Fig. 2C for location within DI852), and this resulted
in mutants that contained an additional 4, 12, 20, and 36
nucleotides (L4, L12, L20, and L36, Fig. 4A). When assayed
FIG. 3. Replication of the DI852 genome by cDNA-derived compo- for replication by cDNA-derived components, a DI852 deriva-
nents. (A) Titration of NP plasmid levels. A549 cells infected with vac- tive containing a 12-base insertion was replicated to a level
cinia virus vTF7.3 were cotransfected with plasmids encoding the SV5 closely matching that of the unaltered WT genome (lane
P protein (0.2 mg), L protein (1.5 mg), and DI852 genome (0.8 mg) along
L12, Fig. 4 and quantitated in 4C), while insertions of 4 andwith the indicated amounts of a plasmid encoding NP. Total intracellular
20 residues reduced replication to 41 and 25%, respectively.RNA was analyzed by Northern blotting with a 32P-labeled riboprobe
of the same polarity as the T7-derived DI852 antigenome. M denotes a Although mutant L36 replicated to higher levels than the
marker lane of RNA from cells infected with the SV5 virus stock from L4 and L20 genomes, amplification of this derivative was
which the DI852 genome had been cloned. Control samples in which consistently lower than that of the WT DI852 genome (60–either a mutant form of L had substituted for the wt L (DL; Parks, 1994)
70%). It is possible that extensive secondary structure intro-or plasmids encoding DI852 and the P protein had been omitted are
duced into the genome by the insertion of four tandemshown on the right. (B) Titration of P plasmid levels. vTF7.3-infected
A549 cells were transfected with plasmids encoding the SV5 L protein linkers has interfered with either encapsidation of the RNA
(2.0 mg), NP protein (2.0 mg), and DI852 genome (0.8 mg) along with the genome or with the activity of the NC template. From three
indicated amounts of P plasmid. Samples were analyzed by Northern independent experiments, the mean relative replication
blotting as described for A.
level of each of the DI852 insertion mutants was calculated
and the results are shown graphically in Fig. 4C. These
results indicate that the efficiency of DI852 replication ishad an inhibitory effect on replication (Fig. 3B). Titrations
highest when the genome length is a multiple of six.of L plasmid showed a broad optimum in the replication
The DI852 and DI499 genomes contain the same cross-assay with maximum signal detected when 1.5 to 2.0 mg
over junction and extent of terminal complementarity, butof L plasmid was transfected (not shown).
differ by an internal deletion in DI499 (see Table 1 and
schematic in Fig. 2B). When assayed using cDNA-derivedReplication of SV5 DI genomes is enhanced when the
components, DI499 replication was low relative to the pa-overall genome length is a multiple of six
rental DI852 genome (data not shown), a result that is
consistent with the inability to detect a 499-base DI ge-To determine if the overall length of an SV5 DI genome
influenced replication efficiency, a series of plasmids nome by Northern blotting of RNA from cells infected
with the virus stock from which DI499 was cloned (seewere constructed that encoded DI852 derivatives having
one to seven additional nucleotides inserted near the Fig. 1A). It is possible that sequences which were deleted
during the generation of DI499 contained essential cis-EcoRV site (Fig. 4A, and see Fig. 2C for location within
DI852). Cells infected with vTF7.3 were transfected with acting elements necessary for efficient replication. Alter-
natively, the low replication efficiency of the naturallyL, P, and NP plasmids along with DNA encoding either
the 6N length DI852 (WT) RNA or one of the insertion occurring DI499 RNA could be a consequence of genome
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RNA was analyzed by Northern blotting using a (/)-
sense riboprobe as described above. An autoradiogram
from a representative experiment is shown in Fig. 5B.
The WT DI499 genome replicated to very low levels that
were only detected with very long exposure times (Fig.
5, lane O). An insertion of five nucleotides into the DI499
genome created a genome length that was a multiple of
six (504 total bases) and led to a 10-fold stimulation of
replication over that of the WT DI499 level (compare lanes
0 and 5, Fig. 5B). Interestingly, although the addition of
three or seven residues to the DI499 genome did not
create RNAs of 6N length, replication of the DI499 / 3
and DI499 / 7 genomes was also enhanced over the WT
level (1.6- and 2.2-fold), but this stimulation was much
lower than that seen for the /5 (6N) genome. The results
from three independent replication assays (Fig. 5C) indi-
cate that DI499 replication is stimulated by genome inser-
tions that create an overall 6N length. DI499 replication
FIG. 4. Replication of the DI852 genome is enhanced when the overall
genome length is a multiple of six. (A) The number and nucleotide
sequence of the bases inserted to create DI852 derivatives with altered
genome lengths is listed. WT indicates the wild-type DI genome se-
quence. (B) Results from a representative assay for the replication of
DI852 derivatives. vTF7.3-infected A549 cells were cotransfected with
plasmids encoding NP (2 mg), P (0.2 mg), L (2 mg), and a DI852 genome
derivative (0.8 mg) containing the indicated number of inserted nucleo-
tides. Total intracellular RNA was analyzed by Northern blotting with
a 32P-labeled riboprobe of the same polarity as the T7-derived DI852
antigenome. M denotes a marker lane of RNA from cells infected with
the SV5 DI virus stock from which the DI852 genome had been cloned.
(C) Quantitation of RNA replication for the DI852 mutants. The level
of replication for altered DI852 genomes was determined from three
independent experiments and is expressed as a percentage of that
determined for the WT DI852 genome done in parallel. Bars represent
the standard deviation from the mean.
FIG. 5. Replication of the DI499 genome is enhanced by insertions
that increase the genome length to a multiple of six. (A) The number
and nucleotide sequence of the bases inserted to create DI499 deriva-length, since the overall size of this RNA is not a multiple
tives with altered genome lengths is listed. WT indicates the wild-typeof six.
DI genome sequence. (B) Results from a representative assay for the
To determine if the efficiency of DI499 replication could replication of DI499 derivatives. vTF7.3-infected A549 cells were cotrans-
be enhanced by genome length alterations, three DI499 fected with SV5 plasmids and total intracellular RNA was harvested
and analyzed as described in the legend to Fig. 4. (C) Quantitation ofderivatives were constructed such that the viral genomes
RNA replication for the DI499 mutants. The level of replication for alteredcontained insertions of three, five, or seven nucleotides
DI499 genomes was determined from three independent experiments.(Fig. 5A). vTF7.3-infected cells were transfected with The results are expressed as the fold increase over replication levels
plasmids encoding L, P, and NP along with plasmids obtained for WT DI499 done in parallel. Bars represent the standard
deviation from the mean.encoding DI499 or a length-altered derivative. Intracellular
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appeared to be more sensitive to changes in the 6N the viral polymerase complex disengages from the RNA
template and resumes synthesis either downstream ongenome length than did DI852 (maximum 10.4-fold stimu-
lation versus 2 to 3-fold reduction, respectively). the original template or on the nascent RNA chain it
is still carrying, respectively (Leppert et al., 1977). TheWhether this difference reflects another factor, such as
overall size, is unknown at this time. detection of only copyback-type DI genomes by undiluted
passage of SV5 was not unexpected. For most of theThe 5* end of the primary T7 polymerase-derived SV5
DI RNA transcript is predicted to contain three nonviral G Paramyxoviridae, copyback RNAs are the most common
type of DI genome (Perrault, 1981; Sidhu et al., 1994);residues that contribute to efficient in vivo transcription by
T7 RNA polymerase. Plasmids were designed such that T7 however, for SeV, both copyback types and internal dele-
tion types can be found (Re, 1991, and referencespolymerase initiated RNA synthesis on the authentic 5*
genomic A residue, but in vivo T7 polymerase-derived RNA therein). It is interesting to note that two distinct nested
sets of DI genomes were detected in the Vero cell-de-transcripts from these plasmids or the corresponding repli-
cation products were not detected (not shown). In the case rived virus stock used in these studies, and these sets
of related genomes included a ‘‘parental’’ copyback RNAof SeV and VSV, primer extension data have indicated that
nonviral 5* G residues on internal deletion-type DI RNA and ‘‘progeny’’ genomes in which various internal seg-
ments had been deleted. Numerous attempts to identifygenomes are not retained during replication by the viral L
polymerase (Cadd et al., 1996; Pattnaik et al., 1992). At- internal deletion type SV5 DI RNA genomes were without
success. The presence of a series of copyback DI RNAtempts to determine the status of the SV5 DI852 5* end by
primer extension or by approaches involving RNA circular- genomes with internal deletions suggests that the SV5
polymerase may be capable of generating a DI genomeization and RT-PCR (Samal and Collins, 1996) were unsuc-
cessful, perhaps reflecting extensive hybridization between of the internal deletion type, but if generated, these ge-
nomes may not compete effectively with the abundantthe complementary 3* and 5* ends of the copyback genome
(113 bases). We have constructed an SV5 internal deletion copyback DI RNAs that predominate in the population
(Calain and Roux, 1995; Holland, 1987).type genome which, like the copy-back genomes, contains
three 5* end nonviral G residues resulting from the T7 For one DI RNA nested set (the DI852 series), the inter-
nal deletion common to the two progeny genomes ex-polymerase. Primer extension analysis of NC-associated
RNA produced during replication of this internal deletion tended to within two bases of the 5* end (genome-sense)
inverted repeat, suggesting that important cis-acting se-genome revealed RNAs that contained the authentic 5* end
of the genome (not shown). Thus, extending the results quences are contained within the 113 5*-proximal nucle-
otides. The identification of a 698-base SV5 copyback DIfrom replication of the internal deletion type genome to the
amplification of the copy-back DI genomes analyzed here genome having 80 bases of terminal complementarity
(DI698 , Table 1) represents the shortest stem region yetprovides indirect evidence, suggesting that 5* end nonviral
G residues are not retained during amplification of the DI852 reported for a naturally occurring paramyxovirus DI RNA
(Calain and Roux, 1995; Pelet et al., 1996). The DI698 ge-and DI499 genomes.
nome is not an abundant species in cells infected with
Vero pass 14 virus as assayed by Northern blot analysis,DISCUSSION
and the relative ability of this individual DI to replicate is
unknown. Nevertheless, the structure of DI698 suggestsAs part of an effort to analyze genomic signals direct-
ing paramyxovirus RNA synthesis, DI genomes of the that the minimal SV5 antigenomic promoter can be fur-
ther narrowed to the 5*-proximal 80 bases. In the caseprototype Rubulavirus SV5 were produced by undiluted
passage of virus in both MDBK and Vero cells. Undiluted of a copyback SeV DI, a reverse genetics analysis has
localized the minimal antigenomic replication promoterpassage of SV5 in these two cell types had very different
outcomes. While a spectrum of DI genomes that could be to the terminal 31 bases of the viral RNA (Tapparel and
Roux, 1996). Work is in progress to map the minimaldetected by Northern blotting was produced by undiluted
passage of SV5 in Vero cells, similar infections of MDBK sequences directing efficient replication of the SV5 DI
RNA genomes described here.cells produced only a single predominant subgenomic
RNA that was rapidly lost during subsequent passage. The overall lengths of all natural SeV standard and DI
RNA genomes are multiples of six (the 6N requirement;These results support the contention that the generation
and/or amplification of RNA virus DI genomes is greatly Hausmann et al., 1996). In the case of MeV copyback DI
genomes that were isolated from brain samples of SSPEaffected by host cell factors (Perrault, 1981; Holland,
1987), and that infections that result in efficient replica- patients, nucleotide sequence analysis showed that the
majority of cloned DI RNAs had an overall genome lengthtion and large yields of standard virus (e.g., SV5 infec-
tions of MDBK cells) will not necessarily generate abun- that was a multiple of six, like that of the standard MeV
genome (Sidhu et al., 1994; 1995), but non-6N-length DIdant DI genomes, even during undiluted passage.
Internal deletion and copyback types of DI genomes RNA genomes were also identified (4 of 20 RNAs). In the
case of the SV5 DI-containing virus stocks analyzed inare thought to be generated via a mechanism in which
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the work reported here, only 4 of the 10 cloned SV5 analogs having any of the integer genome lengths tested
(Samal and Collins, 1996). The systematic analysis re-genomes were of 6N length (DI744 , DI774 , DI834 , and DI852 ;
Table 1). With the caveat that the relative abundance of ported here for replication of the Rubulavirus prototype
SV5 revealed a situation between the two extremes seenthe individual cloned MeV and SV5 DI RNA genomes
within the mixed populations have not been determined, with RSV and SeV genomes. Unlike RSV genome ana-
logs, there was a clear influence of 6N genome lengththese data suggest that the 6N genome length require-
ment of naturally occurring DI RNAs may vary among on SV5 DI RNA replication, but the stringency of this
replication requirement appeared to be less than that ofthese paramyxoviruses.
An experimental system has been developed whereby SeV DI genomes. SeV DI replication levels can be re-
duced by as much as 20-fold by insertions that disruptan SV5 copyback DI RNA genome can be replicated in
vivo entirely by cDNA-derived components. As with other overall 6N length (Calain and Roux, 1993; Pelet et al.,
1996). For SV5, genome insertions of one to four basesnegative-strand RNA viruses, the L, P, and NP proteins
were found to be necessary and sufficient to direct RNA reduced replication by only 3 to 5-fold, and DI RNA
genomes with a five base insertion replicated to 70%synthesis from an SV5 DI RNA template (Lamb and Kola-
kofsky, 1996). This reverse genetics system has allowed of the WT level. As all of these data on SV5 replication
were obtained using derivatives of a copyback DI tem-a systematic analysis of the influence of 6N genome
length on the replication of two naturally occurring DI plate, it will be of interest to determine if the apparently
less stringent requirement for SV5 6N genome lengthRNAs that have different overall lengths but identical
crossover points and terminal complementarity. The re- also applies to the replication of an internal deletion DI
genome. Taken together, results from the cDNA cloningsults of these experiments indicate that the replication
of the SV5 DI RNAs that were of 6N length was enhanced of naturally occurring SV5 DI genomes and the muta-
tional analysis using the reverse genetics system sug-over that of the non-6N counterparts. The relative effect
on replication appeared to differ for alterations that dis- gest that 6N genome length influences SV5 DI RNA repli-
cation, but the stringency of this replication requirementrupted (for the DI852 RNA) or created (for the DI499 RNA)
6N genome lengths. While previous work has shown that for SV5 appears to be less than that found previously for
other paramyxoviruses.smaller DI RNAs do not necessarily replicate more effi-
ciently than larger DI RNAs (Perrault, 1981; Holland, During transcription of the paramyxovirus genome, two
distinct steps involve the addition of nontemplated nucle-1987), it is possible that the greater effect of alterations
to the non-6N DI499 RNA (maximum 10-fold stimulation) otides by the viral polymerase (Jacques and Kolakofsky,
1991). A short stretch of U residues at the end of eachcompared to the 6N DI852 RNA (maximum 5-fold reduc-
tion) simply reflects the smaller size of the DI499 genome. viral gene is thought to direct polymerase stuttering on
the template and result in the addition of poly(A) tails toThe increased efficiency of replication that resulted by
creating 6N length to the DI499 genome suggests that the viral mRNAs. In a separate step in transcription, nontem-
plated G residues are inserted at a single site within thesequences that were deleted during generation of the
DI499 genome from the parental DI852 RNA are not essen- P/V gene to produce a series of mRNAs, a process re-
ferred to as ‘‘editing’’ (Lamb and Kolakofsky, 1996). Alltial for replication and that the lack of 6N length may
have been a major factor determining the relative abun- nonsegmented negative sense RNA viruses are thought
to polyadenylate their mRNAs by polymerase stutteringdance of the individual DI RNAs in the mixed population
from which these genomes had been cloned. (Jacques and Kolakofsky, 1991). By contrast, mRNA edit-
ing in the P gene appears to be unique to paramyxovi-The work reported here completes the testing of the
rule of six replication requirement for representatives of ruses, being carried out by all members of this family
except RSV and HPIV1. The results presented here sup-each of the four genera of the Paramyxoviridae family
(Paramyxo-, Morbilli-, Rubula-, and Pneumovirus; Lamb port the proposed relationship between paramyxoviruses
capable of performing P gene mRNA editing and theand Kolakofsky, 1996), and illustrates differences be-
tween members of this diverse family of viruses. Using preference for replication of 6N length genomes (Haus-
mann et al., 1996).DI genomes of both internal deletion and copyback types,
the Paramyxovirus genus prototype SeV was found to be For SeV, synthetic non-6N-length DI genomes that con-
tained the P/V editing site were found to undergo ‘‘ge-highly dependent on a 6N genome length for efficient
replication (Calain and Roux, 1993, 1995; Pelet et al., nome length correction’’ (Hausmann et al., 1996) by the
insertion or deletion of nontemplated bases to produce1996; Hausmann et al., 1996). Likewise, when enzyme
activity generated from a synthetic minigenome express- genomes that were 6N in length and these genomes
were preferentially replicated. These alterations to ge-ing CAT mRNA was used as an indirect assay, replication
of the Morbillivirus MeV genome was reported to be sen- nome length occurred at the P/V ‘‘slippery site,’’ a cis-
acting sequence that normally directs the viral polymer-sitive to changes in 6N length (Sidhu et al., 1994). By
contrast, the more distantly related Pneumovirus RSV ase to add nontemplated G residues only during tran-
scription and not replication. SeV genome length correc-showed no particular replicative advantage to genome
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of respiratory syncytial virus genomic RNA and effect of truncationstion by alterations at a polyadenylation site have not been
and mutations on the expression of a foreign reporter gene. Proc.observed (Hausmann et al., 1996). However, the possibil-
Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 88, 9663–9667.
ity remains that other ‘‘slippery’’ sites might exist within Collins, P., Hill, M., Camargo, E., Grosfeld, H., Chanock, R. M., and
the genome which could direct the viral polymerase to Murphy, B. R. (1995) Production of infectious human respiratory syn-
insert or delete nucleotides. In this regard, it was surpris- cytial virus from cloned cDNA confirms an essential role for the
transcription elongation factor from the 5* proximal open readinging to find that two cloned SV5 DI RNA genomes (DI834
frame of the M2 mRNA in gene expression and provides a capabilityand DI774) contained a stretch of five nontemplated A
for vaccine development. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 92, 11563–residues inserted precisely at the crossover junction (an- 11567.
tigenome-sense; see Fig. 2), and these genomes are of Conzelmann, K., and Schnell, M. (1994). Rescue of synthetic genomic
6N length. It is possible that these nontemplated resi- RNA analogs of rabies virus by plasmid-encoded proteins. J. Virol.
68, 713–719.dues were added during the polymerase ‘‘departure and
Egelman, E., Wu, S., Amrein, M., Portner, A., and Murti, G. (1989). Thereentry’’ events that are thought to generate copyback
Sendai virus nucleocapsid exists in at least four different helicalRNAs (Perrault, 1981; Holland, 1987). Alternatively, the
states. J. Virol. 63, 2233–2243.
crossover point of these genomes may have created a Fuerst, T. R., Niles, E. G., Studier, F. W., and Moss, B. (1986). Eukaryotic
unique RNA sequence that directed the addition of non- transient-expression system based on recombinant vaccinia virus
that synthesizes bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase. Proc. Natl. Acad.templated bases in subsequent rounds of replication.
Sci. USA 85, 8122–8126.The sequence context within which the nontemplated
Garcin, D., Pelet, T., Calain, P., Roux, L., Curran, J., and Kolakofsky, D.nucleotides were inserted (3*-UAAAAGAGAAAAACAG;
(1995). A highly recombinogenic system for the recovery of infectiousinserted nucleotides underlined) bears little resemblance Sendai paramyxovirus from cDNA: generation of a novel copy-back
to either the P/V editing site for SV5 (3*-UUCUCCCC; nondefective interfering virus. EMBO J. 14, 6087–6094.
Thomas et al., 1988) or to the consensus polyadenylation Hamaguchi, M., Yoshida, T., Nishikawa, K., Naruse, H., and Nagai, Y.
(1983). Transcriptive complex of Newcastle disease virus. Virologysignals found at the end of each coding region (3*-AAA-
128, 105–117.NUUCU4-7). Regardless of the mechanism, the presence
Hausmann, S., Jacques, J., and Kolakofsky, D. (1996). Paramyxovirusof these nontemplated residues and their resultant resto-
RNA editing and the requirement for hexamer genome length. RNA
ration of 6N genome length argues that ‘‘genome length 2, 1033–1045.
correction,’’ whether by pseudotemplated addition of nu- Holland, J. (1987). Defective interfering Rhabdoviruses. In ‘‘The Rhab-
doviruses’’ (R. R. Wagner, Ed.), pp. 297–360. Plenum Press, Newcleotides (Hausmann et al., 1996) or by undefined alter-
York.native means, may play a role in the successful propaga-
Horikami, S. M., Curran, J., Kolakofsky, D., and Moyer, S. A. (1992). Com-tion of naturally occurring non-6N-length DI genomes that
plexes of Sendai virus NP-P and P-L proteins are required for defec-may be generated during the replication of the paramyxo- tive interfering particle genome replication in vitro. J. Virol. 66, 4901–
virus genome. 4908.
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